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Abstract
The clinical presentation of metastatic renal cell carcinoma mimicking an extra axial meningioma, almost a
decade after radical nephrectomy is a rare occurrence. This study examined the diagnostic characteristics of a
solitary metastatic lesion with the characteristics of an extra axial meningioma, the most common extra axial tumor
in adults. A 67-year-old male presented with new neurologic symptoms, 9 years after right radical nephrectomy,
without evidence of thoracic or abdominopelvic recurrence. Imaging, including CT, Octreotide scan, and 1.5 T
conventional sequences demonstrated an extra axial enhancing mass with evidence of a Dural tail within the left
cerebella medullary angle and cistern. These images were inconclusive in regards to truly differentiating the lesion.
3 T with SWI sequences and spectroscopy demonstrated hemorrhagic components of the lesion with associated
superficial siderosis. The SWI images were vital in differentiation of the lesions. We present four additional cases of
extra axial renal cell carcinomas mimicking meningioma radiographically.
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Clinical Presentation

Introduction

A 67-year-old man presented with episodic headaches, dysphagia,
difficulty sleeping, nausea, vomiting, and weight loss. The patient
has undergone a right flank radical nephrectomy 9 years earlier for
resection of a renal cell carcinoma. CT brain demonstrated an extra axial
hyperdense mass in the cerebellum medullary angle and cerebellum
medullary cistern (Figure 1) with primary meningioma as the initial
diagnosis, however metastatic disease was a consideration, given the
patient’s history. Octreoscan was performed at an outside facility and
showed positive metabolic uptake at the level of the lesion (Figure 2).
The result however was not conclusive as both meningioma and renal
cell carcinoma metastasis (amongst other etiologies which were not a
consideration in this case) have been described to show uptake with
this modality scan [9]. MRI at 1.5 T magnet strength without and
with intravenous contrast with conventional sequences demonstrated
a well-defined Dural based solid enhancing lesion with a small Dural
tail (Figure 3). The imaging features were suggestive of a meningioma,
however given the patients history and new symptoms metastasis had to
be excluded with more certainty.

Intracranial metastasis is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality
and the most common neurologic complication diminishing quality
of life in cancer patients [1]. With improvements in diagnostic and
treatment modalities, the increase in survival of patients with primary
extra cranial malignancies has been met with an increased incidence
of metastases [2]. Intracranial metastases are the most common brain
tumors in adults, affecting up to 30% of cancer patients, most of
times presenting as an intra-axial lesion and very rarely as an extra
axial mass [3]. Extra-axial tumors involve brain tissues other than the
brain parenchyma; for example, choroid plexus, ventricles, and dura.
Meningiomas are by far the most common extra axial tumors in adults
and make up approximately 13% to 26% of all intracranial neoplasms
[4]. Meningiomas classically present with a Dural tail, although this
sign is not specific [1]. Extra-axial solitary lesions involving the dura
with the classic features of meningiomas in patients with a primary
malignancy provides a diagnostic dilemma with conventional CT and
MRI modalities [1,3]. Multifocal meningiomas may mimic metastasis,
while a single metastatic lesion, located in the expected location of a
meningioma, may lead to incorrect diagnoses particularly in patients
with no prior history of cancer, or in cases like ours, where cancer is
presumed to have been cured [4]. Most meningioma mimickers involve
primary breast and prostate carcinoma [5]. There have been four
cases reported in the literature of misdiagnosed primary extra-axial
meningiomas found to be renal cell carcinoma (RCC) pathologically [3,6-8].
The radiological or clinical misdiagnosis of Dural metastasis for a
meningioma can delay surgery and can cause harmful consequences to
cancer patients [5]. In many cases pathological examination is necessary
to make the correct diagnosis. In this report, we present the sixth case
of a solitary RCC involving the dura, mimicking a meningioma and
presenting a diagnostic dilemma in a patient with history of renal cell
carcinoma that was disease free for nine years.
In addition, we demonstrate how “conventional sequences”
can be confusing, and how the correct pre-operative diagnosis was
accomplished with SWI sequences on a 3 T magnet. We also present
a literature review of the four extranidal RCC metastases with
characteristics of meningiomas.
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A follow up 3.0 T MRI brain with spectroscopy was recommended,
with the goal of assessing alanine peak, found to be elevated in
meningiomas and not in metastasis disease [10]. During the
acquisition, the lesion showed diffuse low signal on SWI, indicative of
its hemorrhagic nature. Extensive susceptibility was also demonstrated
in the subarachnoid spaces, particularly of the left posterior fossa,
indicative of superficial siderosis (Figure 4). These findings were
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Author and year

Symptoms

Location

Age

Recurrence after primary (in years)

Heary et al. 2014

Upper thoracic pain and lower-extremity paresthesia

Intradural extra medullary

57

Undetermined (no primary RCC at time of resection)

Present case

Headache, dysphagia, difficulty sleeping, nausea & vomiting,
weight loss

Intracranial extra axial

67

9

Bademci et al. 2008

Headache, speech disturbance, hemiparesis, confusion

Intracranial extra axial

68

20

Montano et al. 2007

Left faciobrachiocrural paresis

Intracranial extra axial

65

20

Laidlaw et al. 2004

Right leg and hand weakness, unsteady gait, headaches

Intracranial extra axial

74

Undetermined (diagnosed at same time as primary)

Table 1: Renal cell carcinomas mimicking meningiomas.

Figure 4: SWI performed on 3 T magnet demonstrates low signal in the lesion
(indicating intra lesional hemorrhage) and low signal in the subarachnoid
spaces of the posterior fossa indicating superficial siderosis. None of the
findings were demonstrated on CT or MRI at 1.5 T.
Figure 1: CT brain demonstrates a solid dense extra-axial lesion inferior to
the CP angle, at the region of the left medulla cerebellum region/medulla
cerebellum cistern.

Figure 2: Octreotide scan demonstrate increased uptake at the left medulla
cerebellum region.

Figure 3: MRI at 1.5 T. Solid, isointense T1, enhancing extra-axial lesion,
below the CP angle at the left medulla cerebellum level.

consistent with a hemorrhagic lesion and the diagnosis of renal
cell metastasis was favored while meningioma was felt unlikely.
The spectroscopy study was inconclusive due to the presence of
hemorrhage in the lesion. Surgical intervention was recommended
and ten days later the patient underwent a craniotomy, however there
was noted hemorrhaging and the procedure was aborted. The lesion
was endovascularly embolized with Onyx, followed by successful and
uneventful re-resection. Pathology was consistent with RCC. The
patient did well postoperatively (Table 1).
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Discussion
Meningioma, the most common intracranial neoplasm in adults is
clinically and radiologically mimicked by other extra axial lesions such
as infectious/inflammatory diseases (Tuberculosis and Rheumatoid
arthritis, respectively), hematopoietic neoplasms (lymphomas), and
metastases [11]. Meningioma mimicking Dural metastases are rare
however, with case studies primarily involving breast and prostate
carcinomas [5]. Furthermore, it is well known that tumor-to-tumor
metastasis can occur, with meningiomas being the most common
intracranial recipients of lung and breast carcinomas [12,13].
Caroli et al. demonstrated in a case study of 63 published cases that
meningiomas comprised 84% of the recipient tumors from extra-axial
primaries. Multiple cases of RCC metastasizing to meningiomas have
been described as part of the tumor to tumor phenomenon, but in
these cases, to meet the tumor-to-tumor criteria the spread must be to
a true independent original neoplasm [14]. In this literature review, we
present six cases, including our report, of solitary metastatic renal cell
carcinoma presenting as an extra axial meningioma.
Conventional MRI may not always reliably distinguish
meningioma from other extra-axial lesions. Kremer et al. reported
that MR Perfusion imaging might distinguish meningiomas from
other extra axial lesions [15]. MR perfusion offers characteristics of a
lesion at the capillary level and measures relative cerebral blood volume
(rCBV) correlating with tumor vascularity where high rCBV reflects
high rate of neo-angiogenesis [16]. Kremer et al. studied 22 extra-axial
lesions (16 meningiomas and 6 Dural based meets) appearing similar
on conventional MR imaging and concluded that rCBV is significantly
lower for lung, breast, rectal carcinomas as well as lymphomas in
comparison to the high rCBV of meningiomas. The study however did
not include any cases of renal cell carcinoma.
Other diagnostic tools that may help delineate possible differences
between metastatic disease and primary meningiomas is MR
spectroscopy. Specifically, alanine peaks have been found to be elevated
in meningiomas and not in high-grade gliomas or cerebral metastases
[17]. Technically, however, MR spectroscopy may be limited when
lesions are small, hemorrhagic, calcified, or close to the skull.
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As previously noted, Octreotide scans have been shown to be
positive in both renal cell carcinomas and meningiomas. Renal cell
carcinoma has a predilection to present with intra-tumoral hemorrhage,
as seen in our case [18].
The utilization of early pathologic information for renal cell
carcinomas may also serve as a starting point in the context of analyzing
follow up imaging and perfusion studies. Chromosomal losses at
9p and 9q appeared to be associated with late brain metastasis from
sporadic clear cell renal carcinoma [19].
In our case, the diagnosis was achieved by utilizing a higher strength
magnet (3 T versus 1.5 T) and the acquisition of SWI sequence which
was able to demonstrate intralesional hemorrhage as well as chronic
subarachnoid hemorrhage/superficial siderosis in the posterior fossa.
These findings were not demonstrated on CT scan or MRI at 1.5 T and
confirmed the malignant nature of the lesion.

Conclusion
Dural metastatic disease can mimic meningiomas and it might be
difficult to distinguish the entities on conventional imaging resulting
in delayed management (if metastasis is mistaken for meningioma)
or in unnecessary surgery (if meningioma is mistaken for metastasis).
Scans done with 3 T magnets utilizing SWI imaging may help provide
further detail due to the intrinsic features of the lesion and aid in the
diagnosis. In cases of renal cell carcinoma, Dural metastasis should
be kept a consideration even several years after the patient is declared
disease free.
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